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Using Morphological Information for Robust
Language Modeling in Czech ASR System

Pavel Ircing, Josef V. Psutka, and Josef Psutka

Abstract—Automatic speech recognition, or more precisely
language modeling, of the Czech language has to face challenges
that are not present in the language modeling of English. Those
include mainly the rapid vocabulary growth and closely connected
unreliable estimates of the language model parameters. These phe-
nomena are caused mostly by the highly inflectional nature of the
Czech language. On the other hand, the rich morphology together
with the well-developed automatic systems for morphological tag-
ging can be exploited to reinforce the language model probability
estimates. This paper shows that using rich morphological tags
within the concept of class-based n-gram language model with
many-to-many word-to-class mapping and combination of this
model with the standard word-based n-gram can improve the
recognition accuracy over the word-based baseline on the task
of automatic transcription of unconstrained spontaneous Czech
interviews.

Index Terms—Language models, speech recognition and syn-
thesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the recent decade, the automatic processing of languages
other than English has been gradually receiving more at-

tention as both the availability of computation resources and
the relative success of English automatic speech recognition and
natural language processing systems made this field of research
rather attractive. However, when researchers began to develop
systems for languages that belong to different language groups,
it turned out that some of the methods that worked well for Eng-
lish do not yield satisfactory results. This statement is true also
for the Czech language.

Czech, as well as other Slavic languages (such as Russian
and Polish, to name the most known representatives), is a richly
inflected language. The declension of Czech nouns, adjectives,
pronouns, and numerals has seven cases. Case, number (sin-
gular or plural), and gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter) are
usually distinguished by an inflectional ending; however, some-
times the inflection affects the word stem as well. The declen-
sion follow 16 regular paradigms but there are some additional
irregularities.
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The conjugation of Czech verbs distinguishes first, second,
and third person in both singular and plural. The third person
in the past tense is marked by gender. The conjugation is di-
rected by 14 regular paradigms but many verbs are irregular
in the sense that they follow different paradigms for different
tenses.

Word order is grammatically free with no particular fixed
order for constituents marking subject, object, possessor, etc.
However, the standard order is subject-verb-object. Pragmatic
information and considerations of topic and focus also play an
important role in determining word order. Usually, topic pre-
cedes focus in Czech sentences.

In order to make a language with such free word order
understandable, the extensive use of agreement is necessary.
The strongest agreement is between a noun and its adjectival or
pronominal attribute: they must agree in gender, number, and
case. There is also agreement between a subject (expressed by
a noun, pronoun, or even an adjective) and its predicate verb in
gender and number, and for pronouns, also in person. Verbal
attributes must agree in number and gender with its related
noun, as well as with its predicate verb (double agreement).
Possessive pronouns exhibit the most complicated type of
agreement—in addition to the above-mentioned triple attribu-
tive agreement with the possessed thing they must also agree
in gender and number with the possessor. Objects do not have
to agree with their governing predicate verb but the verb de-
termines their case and/or preposition. Similarly, prepositions
determine the case of the noun phrase following them [1].

An interesting phenomenon occurring in the Czech language
is a considerable difference between the written form of the
language (Standard or Literary Czech) and the spoken form
(Common Czech). This difference occurs not only on the lex-
ical level (usage of Germanisms and Anglicisms), but also on
the phonetic and morphological level. Some of the differences
can even be formalized (see for example [2]).

II. ROBUST LANGUAGE MODELING FOR CZECH LARGE

VOCABULARY CONTINUOUS SPEECH RECOGNITION

A. Challenges

The properties of the Czech language described above pose
a challenge for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
(especially for language modeling), mainly because of the fol-
lowing problems [3].

1) A rapid vocabulary growth and a high out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) rate.
The vocabulary size grows very rapidly with the size
of the training corpus. This problem is caused by the
aforementioned high degree of inflection (potentially up to
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300/20/200 word forms for a single verb/noun/adjective,
but with frequent cases of systematic homography) and
also by a high degree of derivation (use of prefixes and
suffixes). Since, from the ASR point of view, a word is
defined by its spelling, two differently spelled inflections
or derivations of the same basic word form are considered
different words.
Consequently, the vocabularies extracted from (necessarily
limited) training data have an inevitably higher OOV rate
than comparable lexicons of English.

2) A high perplexity of word-based -gram language models.
This fact is usually attributed to the free word order. How-
ever, experiments with a trigram model with permutations
[4] showed that the free word ordering does not really pose
such a serious problem, especially in the short-term depen-
dencies represented by the -gram language models.
We suspect that the high perplexity is again closely con-
nected with the highly inflectional nature of the Czech
language. The idea is as follows—even though available
Czech text corpora already reached the size that would be
sufficient for training a decent language model for Eng-
lish, the parameter estimates for Czech still remain unreli-
able due to the higher number of distinct words (and con-
sequently the language model parameters).

3) Lack of language model training data for spontaneous
speech.
This problem stems from the substantial difference be-
tween the spoken and the written form of the language.
Since most text corpora consist of written text (newspaper
articles, books, broadcast news transcripts), it is usually
hard to find appropriate training data for estimating the lan-
guage model that could be used in a system for transcribing
spontaneous speech.

Our paper describes an attempt to address mainly the
second problems listed above, that is, the poor language model
probability estimation, by exploiting available morphological
information. We have, however, listed all the challenges as
we perceive them since we feel that especially the first two
problems (rapid vocabulary growth and high perplexity) are
closely connected and that the third one (discrepancy between
speech transcripts and written text) is actually responsible for
a rather modest benefit of the “background” language model
described later in the paper.

B. Available Morphological Information

Czech computational morphology is a field that has been ex-
tensively studied during the last 20 years. An elaborate tagset
and a set of well-developed tools for automatic morphological
processing of the Czech texts are therefore available [5]. Every
tag in this positional system is represented as a string of 15 sym-
bols. Each position in the string corresponds to one morpholog-
ical category in the following order—part of speech, detailed
part of speech, gender, number, case, possessor’s gender, pos-
sessor’s number, person, tense, degree of comparison, negation,
and voice. Positions 13 and 14 are currently unused and finally
position 15 is used for various special purposes (such as marking
colloquial and archaic words or abbreviations). Nonapplicable

values are denoted by a single hyphen (-). A more detailed de-
scription of the tag system is beyond the scope of this paper and
can be found in [5].

For example, the tag VB-S---3P-AA--- denotes the verb
(V) in either the present or the future tense (B), singular (S), in
the third person (3), in the present tense (P), affirmative (A), and
in the active voice (A).

The usage of such morphological tags is likely to be benefi-
cial for the Czech language modeling because of the following
factors.

• The number of distinct tags occurring even in the large
text corpus is very small in comparison with the number
of distinct words in the same corpus (there approximately
1500 unique tags versus several tens of thousands distinct
words) and therefore estimates of the tag-based language
model parameters are going to be very reliable.

• Using this type of morphological information seems to
be suitable for the language modeling of the Czech lan-
guage because of the extensive use of agreement already
described in the Introduction. Since all morphological cat-
egories involved in the agreement rules (gender, number,
case, etc.) are included in the morphological tags, there
should exist some dependencies between adjacent tags that
can be captured even by an -gram language model.

Note that, due to the frequent homography, the word-to-tag
mapping is highly ambiguous, since the ambiguity does not
have to be a result of a word having several possible parts of
speech—the difference can appear in any position of the tag.

The morphological tagging can be performed automatically
using a serial combination of the morphological analyzer and
tagger (see for example [6]). The current accuracy of automatic
tagging is over 95% [7].

C. Incorporating Tags Into the Language Model and Into the
Decoder

Let us state again that we would like to exploit the dependen-
cies that (as we believe) exist between the adjacent morpholog-
ical tags and at the same time we of course still want to have
surface word forms at the output of the ASR decoder. Using a
class-based language model with many-to-many word-to-class
mapping (remember the homography of the words described
above) is thus a natural choice. The -gram probability of the
word given the history is in such a model defined by the
formula

(1)

where denotes the probability of the word given
the class and represents the -gram proba-
bility that the class will follow the previous classes

.
In the following paragraphs, we will present a way of an ef-

ficient incorporation of the language model (1) into the ASR
decoder developed by AT&T Labs-Research. This decoder is
built on the basis of weighted finite-state transducers (FST) [8],
[9] and we feel that a brief overview of the FST terminology
and basic operations is necessary for the comprehensibility of
our approach. Please note that a manner of representing a class-
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based model as a finite-state automaton has already been intro-
duced for example in [10] but it dealt with many-to-one word-to-
class mapping only. We will show that many-to-many word-to-
class mapping can be also consistently represented within the
finite-state machine paradigm.

1) Finite-State Transducers Essentials and Their Use in
Speech Recognition: The definition of weighted finite-state
machines depends on the algebraic structure called semiring,

[11]. A semiring is a set with two binary
operations, collection and extension , such that is
associative and commutative with identity , is associative
with identity and distributes over .

For example, is a semiring. Since in speech
recognition we use negative natural log probabilities and
the Viterbi approximation, the proper semiring is defined by

. This structure is called the tropical
semiring.

The most general finite-state machine, a weighted finite-state
transducer [9] over a given semiring is an 8-tuple

(2)

where is the finite set of states, is the set of initial
states, is the set of final states, is the input alphabet,
is the output alphabet, is the finite set
of transitions, is the initial weight function mapping
and is the final weight function mapping .

A transition can be viewed as an arc
from the source state to the destination state , labeled with
the input symbol , the output symbol and the weight .

A path in is a set of consecutive transitions from to ,
that is

(3)

where , and for . A
successful path is a path from an initial state to a final state.
The input label of the path is the concatenation of the labels
of its constituent transitions, i.e.,

(4)

and analogically the output label of the path is defined as

(5)

The weight associated to is the -product of the initial
weight function value for a given initial state , the weights of
its constituent transitions and the final weight function value for
a given final state , that is

(6)

A string (the asterisk denotes the Kleene closure) is
accepted by if there exists a successful path labeled with
the input string (i.e., ). The weight associated by

to the sequence is then the -sum of the weights of the
successful paths labeled with the input label and an output
label .

Such mapping from to is called a weighted trans-
duction of a given automaton and is defined as

(7)

where represents the summation using the collection oper-
ator and denotes the set of paths from to
labeled with the input string and the output string .

The AT&T FSM Library offers software tools for operations
with finite-state automata, such as, for example, union, concate-
nation, and Kleene closure and also tools for automata deter-
minization and minimization. Let us present the exact defini-
tions of the two operations that are essential for the application
of the finite-state transducers to speech recognition—projection
and composition [12].

Each transduction has two associ-
ated weighted languages—the first (input) projection

and the second (output) projection
defined by

(8)

(9)

A composition of two transductions and
is defined by

(10)
where , , and . The transducer then
represents a composition of the automata and provides a
mapping . It is clear that the composition is useful
for combining different information sources or different levels
of representation.

Using the composition, the speech recognizer can be repre-
sented by the so-called recognition cascade ,
where each component is a weighted finite-state transducer over
the tropical semiring— represents an acoustic model, trans-
duces context-dependent phones to context-independent ones,
represents a pronunciation lexicon and finally is a word-based
language model (see Fig. 1). The decoder task of finding the best
word sequence can be then expressed in terms of FST oper-
ations as

(11)

where is the input sequence of acoustic features which can of
course be transformed to a trivial finite-state machine as well.
The part of the cascade is constructed beforehand
whereas the composition with and is performed during the
decoder run.

Let us now go back to the class-based model de-
fined by (1). The probability of the entire word sequence
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Fig. 1. Recognition cascade.

can be expressed using this model as

(12)

which can be rewritten as

(13)

where denotes all possible class sequences . Now
if we replace the arithmetic sum and product with the general

and operations, we see that the two product components
of (13) constitute a weighted transductions [see (6) and (7)] and
the entire right-hand side of (13) can be rewritten as

(14)

where denotes the vocabulary of class symbols, denotes
the word vocabulary and consequently , and
represent the string of class symbols and words, respectively.
It is evident that (14) corresponds to the transducer composi-
tion formula (10) and hence the class-based language model (1)
can be represented by a composition of two finite-state trans-
ducers , where realizes a mapping from word-class pairs

to 1 and is a transducer that maps class
sentences to and thus constitutes the exact
analogy of the word-based -gram , just with classes instead
of words.

So it seems that if we want to use the class-based -gram
model instead of the word-based one, we can simply replace the
transducer with in the recognition cascade, but in that
case we would obtain the best class sequence instead of the best
word sequence in the output of the decoder. However, the AT&T
decoder is built so that it produces not only the best sequence
but also a lattice. The lattice is an acyclic finite-state transducer
containing the most probable paths through the recognition cas-
cade for a given utterance. It has context-dependent phones on
the input side and output labels from the right-most transducer
in the cascade on the output side.

1The reader should bear in mind that we are working with natural log proba-
bilities within the tropical semiring.

Therefore, we can retrieve the best word sequence even
from the class-based lattice using the following operations:

(15)

where and are special variants of and with all weights
set to .

However, the transducer often becomes too large
due to a high degree of ambiguity caused by many-to-many
word-to-class mapping. Thus, the first recognition run is usu-
ally performed with a simple word-based -gram . Then, the
language model score is stripped from the word-based output
lattices and the resulting lattices are rescored with .
In terms of FSM operations, the best word sequence is de-
termined by

(16)

where denotes the original language model with negative
weights.

It is generally known (and our preliminary experiments
proved it) that class-based language models yield more robust
probability estimates than word-based models but at the same
time they have worse discrimination ability (“sense of detail”).
Thus, word-based and class-based language models are usually
combined in some manner. The FST framework offers a natural
way of model combination—we can simply retain the word
language model score in the output lattices and then compose
the lattices with . We have found out empirically that
better results are achieved when the transducer just maps
words to classes but does not associate any probability with this
mapping. Such model combination can be expressed formally
as

(17)

where again is the transducer with all weights set to .
The ratio between the word-based -gram and the class-

based -gram contributions must be carefully set up to ensure
good recognition results (which is not surprising as the so-called
scaling factors must be optimized also when using a word-based
model alone). Within the FST framework, the scaling of the lan-
guage model component is performed by multiplying each tran-
sition weight in a transducer by a scaling factor. The scaling fac-
tors for both and are usually optimized on a development
data set.

Let us now summarize that finding the best word sequence
according to (17) with scaled and components corresponds
to the usage of a language model

(18)
where and are the word-based and class-based model
scaling factors, respectively. Note that although this model is
deficient (in the sense that the expression does
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TABLE I
TRANSCRIBED SPEECH DATA

not sum up to 1) it consistently outperforms the word-based
-grams used alone (see the evaluation section).

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Training and Test Corpora

The presented language modeling approach have been tested
using the Czech part of the ASR training and test data pre-
pared within the MALACH project [13]. The ultimate goal of
this project (which ended September 2007) was to use advanced
ASR and IR techniques to facilitate access to the large multilin-
gual spoken archives created by the Visual History Foundation.
These archives consist of testimonies given by the survivors and
witnesses of the Holocaust. The entire collection contains al-
most 52 000 interviews in 32 languages, a total of 116 000 hours
of audio and video.

The Czech portion of the archives consists of 346 interviews
that we divided into 336 speakers used for the ASR training and
ten test speakers. A 15-min segment was transcribed from each
of the training speakers, yielding a total of 84 h of annotated
speech. The testimonies of the test speakers were transcribed
completely, yielding approximately 23 h of transcribed speech.
The ratio between males and females in terms of the number
of speakers and the amount of transcribed speech is shown in
Table I.

The test set was further divided into the development data
(randomly selected 500 sentences from the test set) that were
used for tuning of the language model scaling factors and the
evaluation data (the rest of the test set—6368 sentences).

The training part of this speech corpus was of course used for
acoustic model parameter estimation but also served as a basic
corpus for the language modeling purposes (see Section III-C
for details)

B. Front-End and Acoustic Models

The acoustic models were trained using 84 h of transcribed
speech (see Section III-A). The data was parameterized as
17-dimensional PLP cepstral features including their delta
and delta-delta derivatives (resulting into 51-dimensional fea-
ture vector). These features were computed at a rate of 100
frames per second. Cepstral mean subtraction was applied on
a per-utterance basis. The resulting cross-word-triphone-based
models were trained using the HTK toolkit [14] and had ap-
proximately 6 k states and 107 k Gaussians. The performance
of the acoustic models could be of course further enhanced
by using state-of-the-art speaker adaptation techniques but the
improvements of those techniques were shown to be additive
and we therefore considered such tuning of the acoustic models
to be beyond the scope of this paper.

TABLE II
BASIC PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT LEXICONS

Fig. 2. Recognition accuracy on the development data.

C. Language Models

The previous experiments with the MALACH data [15]
hinted that the transcripts of the interviews used for acoustic
model training, although relatively small from the language
modeling point of view (approximately 600 k tokens), con-
stitute quite a good language modeling corpus to start with.
Therefore, only those transcripts were used in the first round
of experiments. The text was processed using a serial combi-
nation of the morphological analyzer and tagger [6] in order
to obtain data for the proposed class-based language models.
Basic properties of both word and tag versions of the corpus
are summarized in Table II (the OOV rate is measured on the
development set).

Bigram and trigram language models were estimated from
both the word (transducer ) and the tag corpus (transducer ).
All models employed Katz’s backing-off scheme and were esti-
mated using the SRILM toolkit [16]. We have also constructed
the transducer mapping words to tags from the “parallel”
word and tag corpora. Then we successively put the bigram and
trigram word-based models into the recognition cascade and
tuned their scaling factors using the development data. The be-
havior of the recognition accuracy of those word-based models
depending on the scaling factors is depicted on Fig. 2. Word lat-
tices for all the tested settings were also generated during the
decoder runs.

The scaling factor values that yielded the best results (16 for
the bigram, 14 for the trigram) were then used to recognize also
the evaluation data. Resulting development and evaluation data
accuracies and perplexities (PPL) are shown in Table III.

As can be seen from both the development and the evaluation
data results, the trigram model does not outperform the bigram.
This might be a little surprising for readers accustomed to Eng-
lish ASR but the very limited contribution of the trigram model
to the recognition accuracy is a phenomenon that has been con-
sistently observed in all Czech ASR system across different do-
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TABLE III
BASELINE RESULTS WITH TUNED WORD-BASED MODELS

TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS WITH COMBINATION OF MODELS

mains. Our hypothesis is that it is again caused by a rich mor-
phology that leads to excessive number of unique trigrams and
therefore makes the trigram estimates unreliable.

The development data lattices obtained using the bigram
word model with various scaling factors (the trigram lattices
were not used as their baseline accuracy did not promise a sub-
stantially better results) were then rescored with the class-based
bigram and trigram models, again scaled with a set of different
factors. The rescoring was performed by composition with
the mapping transducer and the tag model according to
(17)—that is, word-based and class-based model probabilities
were combined in a way described by (18). The develop-
ment data tests showed that there is quite a wide range of
scaling factor values where the combination of word-based and
tag-based model outperforms the system with only word-based
models (the plot is not shown here as the 3-D graph is not
very transparent)—the very best performing scaling factor
combinations were again used to process the evaluation data
and the results are presented in Table IV.

Now the results on both the development and the evalua-
tion data indicate that the combination of word-based and tag-
based models consistently outperforms the usage of word-based
models alone. We have performed Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to assess whether the difference is statistically significant—the
outcome corroborates our hypothesis as the -value is virtually
zero (at the level of ).

It could be argued that such a significant improvement of the
recognition accuracy is actually due to the weak estimates of the
baseline word-based model. In order to test this hypothesis, we
have estimated the “background” language model using the LN
text corpus. This corpus consists of texts from Czech daily news-
papers Lidové Noviny. The data were collected by the Institute
of Czech National Corpus, cleaned at the Institute of Formal
and Applied Linguistics and now they constitute a part of the
Prague Dependency Treebank 1.0 (http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt/).
The texts contained in the corpus were published during the pe-
riod 1991 through 1995 and constitute approximately 33 million
tokens in about 2.3 million sentences.

The complete lexicon of the LN corpus has approximately
650 k distinct words; we have, however, estimated a bigram
word-based language model on this corpus using just the 41 k
lexicon derived from the MALACH speech transcripts. We have

TABLE V
TUNING OF THE INTERPOLATION WEIGHT

TABLE VI
EVALUATION RESULTS WITH INTERPOLATED MODEL

used this fixed lexicon in order to filter out the potential ef-
fect of lower OOV rate of a larger lexicon from the LN corpus.
This way, any benefit of the background language model should
come purely from better -gram estimates.

The background language model was then linearly in-
terpolated with the bigram model estimated from the transcripts
which was used in the previous set of experiments in the
following way:

(19)

The value of the interpolation weight was optimized using
the development data. Such an interpolation was already suc-
cessfully used in the experiments with both English and Czech
MALACH data [13]. The language model scaling factor was
kept fixed to the value that was found to be optimal for the
model . The behavior of the development set per-
plexity and recognition accuracy is shown in Table V.

The best performing interpolated model was then
used to process the evaluation data. Two version of this model
were actually employed—one with scaling factor for
the evaluation of the word-based bigram accuracy and one with

for generating lattices for the subsequent rescoring
with the class-based model. The rescoring was again performed
according to (18) and both the mapping transducer and the
tag -gram model remained the same as in the previous set
of experiments. The evaluation data results with the interpolated
word-based language model are summarized in Table VI,
together with the baseline result for the model estimated from
acoustic data transcripts only .

The results in Table VI suggest that the improvements in the
recognition performance caused by the proposed class-based
models are additive and that the tag-based model is able to im-
prove also the accuracy of the recognition systems with more
robust baseline language models. This hypothesis was also vali-
dated by the experiments performed by one of the authors of this
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF MANY-TO-MANY AND MANY-TO-ONE MAPPING

paper on a broadcast news task where the accuracy improved
from 70.20% (word bigram) to 72.73% (rescoring with class
trigram) [17]. Note that the more prominent contribution of the
tag-based model in the broadcast news task is to be expected
as the sentences in the news are naturally mostly grammatically
correct and thus also the tag model itself is more robustly esti-
mated.

Finally, we would like to present one more set of comparative
experiments to justify the use of many-to-many word-to-class
mapping as opposed to many-to-one mapping. In the case of
many-to-one word-to-class mapping, the probability of the word

given the history is given by

(20)

and the absence of the summation (in comparison with (1)) re-
sults into the model that is less computationally expensive.

In order to test the model (20), we have modified the mapping
transducer in such a way that it maps each word to a single
tag, namely the one that is most frequently associated with such
word in the training data. The tag -gram model remains
unchanged. We have performed a set of rescoring experiments
using the best available word lattices, i.e., the ones generated
with the interpolated bigram model. The results comparing the
performance of models (1) and (20) on both the development
and the evaluation set are given in Table VII, together with the
running times of both models on the development data.

The results in the table essentially conform with our intuition
that allowing each word to have only one part-of-speech tag is an
oversimplification of the real language behavior, as the models
with many-to-many word-to-class mapping consistently outper-
form the models with many-to-one mapping. On the other hand,
the expected greater computational load of the former model
also turned out to be true.

IV. CONCLUSION

The aim of our paper was to demonstrate that the rich mor-
phology of the Czech language that poses challenges for the
language modeling can be, on the other hand, employed to
reinforce the language model probability estimates. We have
shown that the well-known concept of the class-based -gram
language model with many-to-many word-to-class mapping
can be efficiently represented within the finite-state-transducer

framework and that the class-based models that use morpholog-
ical tags for determining class membership can (in combination
with the standard word-based -grams) significantly improve
the recognition accuracy. Note that the improvement was
achieved even on a challenging task of automatic transcription
of unconstrained, spontaneous interview where the syntactic
rules are often not followed very closely.

It can be expected that the proposed technique would yield
good results also for other languages from the Slavic family as
their morphology demonstrates essentially the same patterns as
the Czech language.
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